Kingdom Living Community

How We Impact the City
Background
July 2014
Laurence receives a
download

I had an inspiration this afternoon when I was on my walk:
"If we have CCOP as the prophetic arm of the Kingdom to touch the Canberra
community, why shouldn't there be a healing arm as well."
Something like 'Canberra Mobile Healers' for example drawn from ACT
Christendom, not any particular fellowship or organisation.
This would be a group of people who would support each other and grow in
anointing together, travelling anywhere in Canberra where there was a person
who needed a healing. With a large number they could go in teams of 2-3 to
numerous places at the same time.
All that it would need would be a person to initiate the idea, draw the people
together, organise the formation of the group and oversee those who rose up as
leaders and the 'drivers' of the idea.
This would complement Capital Healing Rooms, but would be more in line
with the 7M idea of being out in the community 'at the coalface'.
I have no plans or directives to do this, just motivation to seed the idea.

October 2014
Peter Kumar
strategizes with group
of Canberrans about
how to reach the
unsaved

Laurence took time to meditate on what Peter Kumar said and disagreed in his
spirit with the method. He waited on the Spirit to shown him what to do instead.
He showed him ‘The Active Team’ going to people to touch them with the
Kingdom. We go to them or they come to Laurence’s house.

December 2014
Laurence, Pam & Bob
are trained by Phil
Mason of New Earth
Tribe (Byron Bay)

Phil trained us in how to impact New Agers with the presence of Holy Spirit.
Bob & Pam attended and served in the team’s booth at the Canberra psychic fair
(called the ‘Health, Wellbeing & Spiritual Festival’). There they interpreted
dreams, gave prophecies, saw healings and released real peace and saw levels of
deliverance coming on people. This gave our group the confidence to lay hands
on people of all spiritual persuasions and see them touched by the Spirit.

2015
Jerin experienced
healing at his work

Led by the Spirit, Jerin laid hands on one of his workers and commanded
healing. The pain in the man’s ankle stopped. A few days later he commanded
the man’s shorter leg to length and it did. This showed us that anywhere is a
place for the Kingdom to impact people.

2015
Bob & Pam
experienced healing
and salvations in
Solomon Islands

Led by the Spirit, Bob & Pam laid hands Solomon Islanders who came to their
team for medical treatment. They prophesied and declared over those who
agreed, seeing many healing miraculously and freed from their bondages. They
also went through the hospital laying hands on the sick and praying for healing,
with many miracles occurring.

Method
Technique: “Bring the Kingdom to bear on a person”
(a) Place hands on a person and as led by the Spirit, and:
1. pray
2. prophesy
3. heal
4. deliver
5. declare
6. release
7. bring peace
8. interpret
(b) Each of these will bring an experience of the Kingdom to the person who may then want to know
more.
(c) Because we carry the Kingdom, our job is to bring the Kingdom, not preach or evangelise. We only
share the Gospel of the Kingdom when the Spirit leads or people make enquiries.
(d) Those who want to know more come to one of our Community member’s homes for question
answering &/or counselling. Laurence & Ruth’s home is always available for this.
(e) Those who become born-again are brought into our Kingdom Community – or one of the communities
once we multiply. They are only sent to a system church at their request.
(f) New converts are discipled, reprogrammed and mentored by one of the Community members.
(g) An important thing for new believers is to see them baptised in the Holy Spirit ASAP.
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